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1. INTRODUCTION

October 19, 1977

In this manual, we attempt to help VOCAL authors to see what
factors will a'fect their overall presentation, and give some general
guidelines for effective use of VOCAL. It is written by a group of
people who have used VOCAL over the past year to write courses in logic,
proof theory, set theory, probability, and social decision theory. Our
authoring has improved gradually as we have gained experience in using
the Language. We hope to provide new VOCAL authors with some vicarious
experience so that their pr.ogress may be a little more rapid.

VOCAL. is a new language, and as of this writing has only been used
to present mathematical or meta-mathematical subJect matter, in
conJunction with a sophisticated automatic proof checker. This type o'
course bene'its greatly 'rom an interactive, computer assisted teaching
environment. However, the recent rise in popularity of "programmed
instruction" workbooks '01' college-level introductory courses in
psychology, biology. and other subJects suggests that VOCAL could also
be an ef'ective tool for non-mathematical courses. Short of experience
with other computer-assisted courses, familiarity with the workbook type
o' programmed instruction is perhaps the best background for designing
courses to be implemented in VOCAL.

Frequent solicitation of student responses. and a gradual increase
in the complexity o' skills required in those responses, are the
hallmarks o' all programmed instru~tion. But VOCAL provides much more
fleXibility, even when restricted to TTY (teletype) mode, than is
possible either in a workbook or with older CAl author languages. This
is especially true in the analysis of wrong responses, as is made
apparent in Section 5, on Questions. While most programmed instru~tion

has ignored the entire area of diagnosing errors, and traditional
person-to-person teaching can put 0" dealing with specific problems
until they arise, VOCAL authoring lets one take the midroad o'
RredlctinQ the types o' errors which will be made, and writing separate
responses '01' each anticipated error. In addition, the combination o'
VOCAL's audio and display 'acilities enable one to go step by step
through elamples of complicated procedures in a very natural wa~.

Although it is possible to design a course, in the sense of outlining
the topics to be covered, without taking into account these features of
VOCAL, your course will have a tighter structure and a more unified
style if you make some decisions about how much error diagnosis will be
done. and what kind of examples will be given, while still in the early
stages o' course design.

An obvious but important point is that VOCAL is only a tool, a very
sophisticated teaching aid. No amount of proficiency in the language
can bring direction and structure into a poorly designed course or make
sense o' a muddled explanation. A prospective VOCAL author should have
(1) a very clear idea of how the course he is writing is organized, (2)
a skill (or talent) '01' explaining potentially con'using material in a

1.



Secti.on 1. 1. Course Design

way which students will understand, and (3) a Imowledge of how to make
the best use of the interactive capabilities which are provided by
VOCAL. This manual can only provide help in the latter category.

1. '").. ~ Reviewing your Work

It is difficult enough. in many cases. to be able to effectively
and obJectively review the faults in one's own writings. With the added
dimensions that one is given in using the VOCAL language, this is
usuallY even more difficult. The beginning VOCAL author is often
oblivious to various problems in his organization and use of VOCAL which
make the presentation of his work irritating, inefficient, or
unaesthetic. Certain approaches he may take will turn out to be time
consuming and wasteful for him as well. One partial solution for the
author is to alw~ have his work reviewed by a second party. A further
answer is supplied by the present manual, which is based upon
observation of the many sorts of errors made by beginning authors.

2 GENERAb ORGANIZATION

2.1 b~~.

The author should try to make his lessons roughly similar with
respect to the amount of time the student will spend on them.
O·therwise, on the longer ones, the student wi 11 become frustrated \~ith

his seeming lack of progress. With too many, or too few, exercises per
lesson, the use of Browse Mode is also not ~uite as speedy. The fewer
exercises there are per lesson, the more frequently a new lesson file
must be read in (often a slow process) and indexed to access the desired
exercise. And the more exercises there are per lesson, the more headers
must be processed to build the directory and so forth (when perhaps only
one is of interest to the student. ) Since only eighteen exercise headers
fit on the screen when a lesson directory is given, this provides a nice
upper bound on exercises per lesson for the optimal use of Browse Mode.
Nine or ten is probably a reasonable lower bound.

bometimes this goal of uniform lesson length conflicts with a
desire to have each lesson cover a basic subdivision of the subJect
matter. Some of the maJor subtopics may simply be much longer than
others. The best way around this is to use the lesson numbers and
headers to impose a higher level of structure than the lesson. Although
exercise numbers must count up from 1 for each lesson, there is no such
constraint on lesson numbers. By starting in the hundreds or thousands,
one can create the impression of "Units" or "Chapters", as in the
follOWing example:
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Lsn. Ex

1. 1
1.2

1000. 1
1100. 1
l.101. 0
1101.1
1101.2
1101. 3
1102.0

1103.0

1200. 1

1300. 1

2000. 1

etc.

Introduction to Using the Terminal
Administrative Information
UNIT 1000: USING THE PROOF CHECKER
CHAP 1100: The Formulas Accepted by the Proof Checker
Atomic formulas
The letters which can be used as variables
Suffixing variables with numbers
Joining variables with 11;11 and !'in 'l

Sentential connectives

(~uant i f i ers

CHAP 1200: Editing and other Non-Inferential Commands

CHAP 1300: In'erence Rules

UNIT 2000: THE BASIC AXIOMS OF SET THEORY

Thus, the problem o' variable lengths of sub-topics is handled by
having some Chapters contain many more lessons than others, rather than
having some lessons contain extraordinarily many exercises. (In the
example above, the three exercises in Lesson 1101 are probably too 'ew
to warrant an entire lesson. especially if most lessons a're longer, but
a more realistic example would have taken up too much space 'or an
illustration. )

2.2 gxercises

2. 2. 1 L e.!J.JLt.!:l. .

Exercises should be as short as possible, subject to the constraint
that :very closely related material should not be sepal'ated. Although
when the author tests his lessons, the exercises appear to separate it
into very discrete chunks, the student does not see them that way. For
the student. the basic di'ferences between the break in exercises and
simply a new template aT'e: (1) the header changes, and (2) the exercise
is the 'basic entry unit'. That is, if the student logs out at some
point, he will log back in at the beginning of the exercise containing
that point; and if the student wants to Browse over some material in
that exercise. he can only begin at the beginning o. an exercise.

Thus whenever you change templates, unless you specifically do not
want the student to ever enter (either logging in or browsing) without
reviewlng some material, you should start a new exercise at that point.
Probably the most 're~uent bad authoring practice we 'ound was a
tendency to lump 'ive or six templates together in one exercise simply

3



Section 2.2.1 Length

by virtue of their covering some common subject matter. An exercise is
n,ot a chapte·r. If one is making analogies with textbooks, the VOCAL
exercise could be compared to a single exercise in a 'homework' section
following a chapter. It will sometimes contain more than one question,
Just as conventional homework exercises sometimes contain parts a, b,
and c. These parts are usually bound together by more than common
subject matter. They may possess exactly the same directions, or build
upon the answer to the previous part, or in other ways refer to each
other. One of the parts could not be isolated without causing someone
reading it to wonder, "What's this talking about?" Thus, i. you are
wondering whether to have a sequence of two TEM's as one or two
exercises, your decision should depend upon whether the student would
feel confused at being 'dumped into the middle' if he were to start at
the second TEM. If the answer is "no", then separate them. If a
student has been away from the course long enough to need to review a
group of exercises, there is always Browse mode for that purpose.

2.2.2 Ex.erc i se. Head ers

The main purpose of the exercise headers is to provide a 'table o'
contents' 'or a lesson when a student is in Browse Mode. They should be
written with this in mind. That is, if a student remembers roughly the
content o. an exercise he wants to review, he should be able to identify
the proper exercise number from the list of headers. For example, a
description such as "A Useful New Inference Rule" would be fine i. it
were only to be used in the Description Line (see (3) at the top of
the screen, but for a Browse Mode list it contains very little
information. In some case" one may want to include information in the
header which is only incidental to the exercise, but is easily
rememoered. For example, a header like "A Practice Translation about
Walter the Squirrel" would be more likely to point out the right
exercise if one wanted to check something about it in Browse Mode than
the header "A Practice Translation using Quantifiers and Negation".

Also remember that the exercise header will always appear on the
screen during the exercise, so you shouldn't repeat it (or nearly repeat
it) in the body of the display. For example, an exercise which began
with the code:

(EXERCISE 1 "Summary 0' the Axioms for Commutative Groups"
[AUDIO
(TEI'l "

The Axioms 'or Commutative Groups: %1

(1) Associativity:

"

(A X,Y)( X * Y = Y * X IIl2

would create a "double vision" effect when displayed. This is
especially important to keep in mind when an exercise contains more than
one template, since in the source file the exercise header may be far
removed from a line o' text which will actually be displayed right below
it.

4
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2.3 Iemplaj;,g,§.

October 19, 1977

to keep templates as
the display. In this

at this point, as with
the author to write in
one large one. More is

As with exercises, the important point is
short as possible, sUbject to efficient use of
case, it is not that the student may re-enter
exercises, but rather because it is easier for
VOCAL using many separate templates, rather that
said on this topic in Section 4.6.

2.4 Displaying y~~ SayinR

A common model which authors have used for their work in VOCAL is
that of a lectur~r at work. Most of the information is conveyed orally,
Just as in a lecture. In this mode the author must be careful not to
use the more formal English that is commonly used in writing, but to
rather use the sort of infoY'mal, or even colloquial, language that would
generally be used by a person giving a lecture. Too great a use of
slang should perhaps be avoided, however, as that may detract from the
seriousness of the subject, and run the risk of being anachronistic
after some time.

The use of the display will correspond to the use 0' a blackboard:
to make the structure of the discussion clear. to write down key points
for emphasis, and to write out the more complex statements for closer
and more thorough examination. The screen should not be too crowded by
text. Thus the display will not correspond word for word with the
spoken material; sometimes material will be displayed and not spoken.
sometimes the reverse. The author should be wary of speaking and
writing ~lmost the same thing, since this can be confusing to the
student when after a period in which they are identical, there is
suddenly a deviation.

Generally. it is also a bad idea to either type a screen full of
text before speaking anything. or to speak at some length be'ore typing.
I' you are going to type a screen full of material, it is better to type
a portion, then talk about it (or talk !!!,hile typing), then type the next
portion, etc. On the other hand, when you speak for some time without
typing, the student has nothing to focus upon besides the empty screen,
and may even think that something has gone wrong with the display.

2.5 Int~_!:action

The author should go out 0' his way to have the course be
interactive using the facilities of VOCAL. This has a dual purpose: to
keep the student on his toes, and to allow him frequent opportunities to
give system commands, such as changing the speak rate, logging out, or
browsing other material.



Section 2.5.1 HOLD's

2. 5. 1 HOLD's.

There are two ways to use the HOLD command; to have a wrap-around
HOLD, e. g., (HOLD (T 3) (E 4)); and to have a singleton HOLD, e. g.
(HOLD). Generally, all of the material in the AUDIO version of an
exercise will be contained in a series of wrap-around HOLD's, since this
allows the student to repeat any material he has not understood (an
important condition for VOCAL teaching).

The length of the wrap-around HOLD's is dependent upon many
factors, the most important o' which is the repeat feature. They should
allow that material which is conceptually more closely bound can be
seen, §llJ!. repeated, as one uni·~. And material that is not so closely
bound can be seen, and repeated, in more manageable pieces. In other
words, a good gUideline is to make wrap-around HOLD's the shortest unit
of material which a student would want to hear repeated. However, they
should not be consistently so short that they result in frequent waiting
when the load average on the system is high.

Occasionally, an author may decide that a section of material
should all be repeated together, yet that it is too long to be presented
without a pause for student input. For example, an exercise may present
two different examples which are meant to be compared or contrasted with
each other. Often, after seeing the second example, a student will want
to go back and see the first one again. But if both examples were
presented without a hold between them, the exercise would probably
appear to move too quickly. The solution is to include a singleton HOLD
(or several) as an action within the wrap-around HOLD. Such a HOLD
cannot occu·r inside a S opcode, though, so one must take care to end the
Speak before the singleton HOLD and start a new one after it.

Besides repeatability, the other important factors to consider in
including HOLD's are (1) difficulty or complexity of material, and (2)
timing. They should occur at any points where the student may be
expected to have difficulty, to allow him to digest the information.
Similarly, one should include a HOLD whenever a mathematical formula or
other complex material is displayed on the screen, so that the student
can examine it at his own leisure. Nothing which is displayed should be
erased before some sort of hold occurs. Even when the material is easy
and flows smoothly, HOLD's should be included rather regularly to allow
fo·r system commands, to give •• pause to the flow, and to give the
student more control over the pace that is being set.

It is especially important to allow the student to log out soon
after the end of each exercise, that is, at the beginning of each next
exerCise, for otherwise he may be forced to sit and wait for the HOLD
when he is not interested in continuing the exercise, but only in
logging out. Therefore, one should include a HOLD within one or two
sentences of the beginning of an exercise, even if the material would
not otherwise warrant a pause at that point.

A HOLD-like effect is automatically put around INIT actions, DONE
actions, and answer analysis actions, so the author should not include
HOLD's around (or as the last action in) these parts of the lesson.

6
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Doing so results in a prompt being presented
confusing to students.

twice in a rowl wh i chi s

2.5.2 Questions and Derivations

The great advantage of computer assisted instruction over merely
reading a textbook is that the student can get some 'eedback on how well
he understands the presentation, and apply the in'ormation and skills
that he has learned. The questions (and derivations) need not always
test the ability and memory o' the student to the limits, however. It
also is use'ul to have 'requent minor questions, either short answer or
yes-no questions, to let the student think aver the discussion he has
Just heard. Frequent questions break the student out of the passive
role which he sometimes falls into, as well as substituting for some of
the features of HOLD's mentioned above.

Another possible advantage of computer-assisted instruction is that
it can be a low-pressure way of teaching a subJect. With no teacher
around to observe a student's performance, and with the grading (if
there is any) based on ~stan~ traveled through the course rather than
a score on the questions, the student is freed 'rom a lot o' the anXiety
which o'ten gets in the way o' real learning. If such an atmosphere is
intended, the author should not put pressure back into the course by
inclUding a lot of di"icult questions with high repetitions.

Studies have shown that 'or many students, especially those
accustomed to 'ailure. the traditional structure o' CAl courses-
blocks o' text and/or questions presented in a program-controlled
sequence, where the questions are easy to solve given experience with
the preceding material -- has the desired ef'ect of creating a feeling
of competence and successful progress through the course, and leads to
higher scores on standard achievement tests over control groups without
compute'r assisted instruction. On the other hand, many educators have
recently expressed the opinion that this traditional CAl design is too
rigid and condescending to bright stUdents. and 'requently leads to
boredom or a feeling of being railroaded (see CiJl. Even courses which
branch on the basis o' student performance usually a9Dea~ linear to the
student. and it has been argued tha·t studen·ts want to do mOl'e than Just
progress quickly through a linear sequence o' queries. that they
generally want ta control some o' the direction as well as the pace.

With this controve'rsy in mind, VOCAL. while primarily designed for
tradlolonally structured courses, also makes it easy to include
voluntary branching, so that a student can ask to be presented_with more
cDmplex in'ormation or more challenging exercises (see Section 5.5).
With the answer analysis opcodes available, these optional questions can
be made quite complex. and direct the student based upon the manner in
which his answers were in error. So that such excursions don't penalize
the adventurous student in terms of the time it takes to complete the
course, questions can also be included which allow branching around
parts o~ the course ~hich may be trivial for students with some prior
knowledge o. the subJect. With the Browse Mode feature, a student can
always go back and look at the skipped exercises if he later decides

7



Section 2.5.2 Questions and Derivations

they would be useful. (If you're really big on flexibility and student
controL it is even conceivable that an entire course could be wri·tten
in the HELP system. but we haven't done any work in this regard so we
won't presume to give any advice on how to proceed. )

However. one must also take into account the amount of time which
it takes to include a lot of complex answer analysis and branching in a
course. On a small budget or with tight deadlines. it may not be
practical to put this much work into making the course flexible. If you
are short on time. but don't want to rely solely upon the linear. easy
~uestions style of curriculum. you should take care to avoid the type of
exerClses which involve a great deal author time to set up without a
significant 'payoff' in lesson ~uality. The time thus saved can be put
to use writing better curriculum. A common mistake for beginning
authors is to get carried away with using VOCAL to the limit of its
capabilities. As a result. these authors often overemphasize the more
'procedurally complex' ~uestions with, say, a lo~ of display shuffling
or a combinatorial explosion of multiple choice responses which must be
analysed. at the expense of the more straightforward ~uestions. It is
possible to include exercises which require a lot of thought to solve,
yet are stated and analysed very succinctly. An important example is
provided by the derive-class opcodes. which involve little effort on the
part of the author regardless of their complexity, but are qUite
effective in teaching the student.

2.6 §ource File Format

There is no standard format for VOCAL writing; in fact, among the
earliest writers in VOCAL. each person developed a format very different
from any other author's. It is important. however, that you develop
some sort of format to help you keep straight the various group markers
-- the quotation marks. parentheses, and brackets -- as you write. for
otherwise the lesson will be ~uite difficult to debug and compile. For
compu·ter programmers, used to standard formats for various languages, it
may be quite easy to adopt an effective format. For others. we may only
observe that consistent application of group markers, aided perhaps by
some form of indentation to mark sub-groupings. may help form the core
of your individual f-ormat. Here is one example of such a format:

[EXERCISE 5 "<exercise header>"
[AUDIO

[TEM "
<display content>

"
[HOL.D

(S "Since the compiler makes a distinction"
"be·tween brackets and parentheses."
"brackets may be used around the opcodes·
"which form the basic divisions of- the source file."
"The compiler will then detect when one of these opcodes"
Ilis not closed. II

)

(8 "Keeping track o' the quotation marks"

8
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and

format"

AUDIO,
"This bracket closes the last HOLD.")
"These three brackets close the TEM, the
Exercise 5.")

( COMI'1ENT
( COMI'1ENT

"is usually done by maintaining one string per line in speaks. "
)

(HOLD)
(8 "Notice how indentation may be used to help the author"
"to remember the opcode he is working within,"
"and remember how many parentheses are needed at any point."

)

(S "Right parentheses may 'ollow immediately at the end"
"of a multiline action. ")

(S "Or, they may be used on the following line."
"for visibility when debugging."

)

(S "The author should be consistent,"
"for one of the more common bugs in VOCAL programs is to leave 0""
"either a right ~aren 01" a finishing quotation mark. "

)

(S nJ) (E 3) "Speak strings may either be indented, as with opcodes;"
"or, they may occur flush with the right margin. ")

(8 "Within speaks, actions should come either at the far"
II r ight.J OT' on a separate line; II (U 3) lIthat iSI II

"rather than have ·the action be within a line,"
(8 U) "the line should be broken at that point. ")J

(HOLD
(S (U A) "If you do indent your strings, your indentation
"should not result in the spoken strings starting"
"more than 15 spaces $2 in from the left margin. "

(W 2000)
(8 (T 2) "Starting spoken strings too far to the right"

"may result in short speech segments"
"which are inefficient to record, store and retrieve"
I'with \long sounds'. II

(COMMENT "see (3J")
)

(s (t 3) "The compiler does not distinguish between"
"upper and lower case in opcode names,"
(DE 3 5) "but it is common practice to use capital letters"
".por opcodesJ ta.gs! and subarea mar·keT'sJ reserving lower case ll

"letters for strings. This may help the author"
"to visually distinguish the 'program' from the 'text'."

)

J
JJJ

It
prog'l"'am
wi 11 be
symbols
written

is a hazardous authoring practice to assume that the prosody
or the person recording speech segments for Long Sounds mode
able to guess how you want abbreviations. acronyms, or special

to be pronounced. Consequently, all such 'words' should be
out explicitly in the form you intend them to be spoken. In

9



Section 3 SPOKEN STRINGS

particular, anything which is to be spelled aloud should be written with
spaces between the letters. Single quotes should be put around the
resulting phrases to indicate to the prosody program that they should be
parsed as nouns. (Quotes will also warn a human reader that something
unusual is coming up. ) Here are some examples:

.7
Rule AA
X*
#2
Dr. Jones

'point 7'
'Rule A A'
'X star'

'number 2' or 'sharp 2'
Doctor Jones

One should also avoid including
such as IIi. e. II or lie. g. II, which are
is ll and "for example'l instead.

in speech segments abbreviations
meant '01' written text. Use "that

Numbers which are longer than one digit should also generally be
written out as words (or as combinations o' words and single digits).
No matter what digits-to-words convention is used by the program, it is
bound to be inappropriate in some contexts. For example, the number
"206" should probably be read as "two hundred and six" i. it occurred in
the context: "Last year, 206 students enrolled in this course", and as
"two oh six" in the context: "In Lesson 206 we introduced the De'inition
o' Subset. " The task o' making such distinctions properly belongs to the
.lesson author, rather than the program or the person recording '01' Long
Sounds. (1)

I' Long Sounds mode is to be used, speech segments should be broken
whenever possible at natural pauses or constituent boundaries. Since
each string is recorded separately, this pr~ctice will make the
recording easier '01' a human reader, and the speech will sound more
natural when the resulting Long Sounds are output. See the sample code
in Section 2.6 '01' examples o' properly broken speech segments.

4 DISPLAY FEATURES

4.1 Jhe Screen

The Datamedia screen holds 24 lines. When a student is in a
lesson, the first line will contain the lesson header. In addition, a
"Mark Line" is automatically placed between the scroll region and the
blackboard (i. e., template controlled) region. The Mark line is blank
until a Q or M ope ode 'ills it with a row o' widely spaced dots. This

(1) The way in which multiple-digit numbers are pronounced in
Prosody and Spell Mode has been changed several times. Currently, "206"
would be read as IltWD zero six l'.

10
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leaves 22 lines
three o~ these
prompts such as

to be allocated to the scroll
should always be reserved ~or

the one below take a minimum o~

and blackboard regions;
the scroll region since
three lines:

[Type ESC to continue, AA to repeat. )

*
So the maximum number o~ lines which should go in a template is 19.

This limit ~ be exceeded, but the prompts will disappear behind the
divider line be~ore the student can see them (i~ all 22 lines are
included in the template, even the * will not appear). A verbal prompt
would therefore have to be included at the end o~ each hold. This
practice would probably be very confusing to the student, and should be
avoided i~ at all possible.

Although the source ~ile may be written with the maximum number o~

characters per line permissible on your system, the coding ~or VOCAL
display manipulation limits the width of the students' screen to 72
characters. Positioning the TEMCHAR's (' ') used in the display region
on the seventy-third space in the line will help to remind the author
that his display space is limited to that.

4.2 ~~ in the Scroll Region

In T and TEM opcodes, the space immediately ~ollowing the ~irst

quotation mark corresponds to the ~irst column o~ the screen. Since it
is impossible to put this space on the ~irst column o~ the source ~ile,

care must be taken to avoid a "shifted over" e~fect. For example, the
author o~ the ~ollowing segment may have wanted the ~irst line to be
longer:

CODE:

(E 4) (T "This is a multiline typed string which will appear on the
screen as having a gap at the end o~ the ~irst line, since that line
will start at the le~t margin. "~I

OUTPUT:

This is a multiline typed string which will appear on the
screen as having a gap at the end o~ the first line, since that line
will start at the left margin.

One way to avoid this problem is to leave a blank line when you
want to type a multi-line message in the scroll region. Thus:

(E 4) (T "
This is a multi-line typed string which will line up properly since
the first line is left blank. It looks neater in the source file
than making the first line extend farther than the ones below it."J
In ~act, you may want to make a practice of putting a blank line even

11



Section 4.2 Typing in the Scroll Region

above single line scroll messages, to better separate them from lines
the student has typed. In some situations, such as typed hints in a
derivation, you will want to avoid including these extra lines. since
they would make the student's work scroll away sooner. In these cases.
we recommend the following format:

HINT (T
"First derive the formula: Cformula> using an indirect proof. 0)

If more than one line is to be typed with this format, remember to
mentally shift the first line one space to the left.

4.3 The Format of Template Strings

The TEM opcode is also sensitive to the way in which the quotation
marks are placed. We recommend using the following format:

(TEM

o

o

C 1 to 18 lines of ·text > %

This format will give a blank line between the header and the actual
text on the screen. If the text is to be doublespaced, then tl~O blank
lines should be used to separate header and text. Situations where no
blank line is wanted will be rare. A possible exception might be where
a template will be used to contain a line or two of auxiliary text
inside a derive-class opcode, since in derivations it is important to
leave as much scroll space as possible for the student to work in. In
these cases, the same format which was recommended for the T ope ode
should be used. Again, it is important to remember that the top line
should be shifted over to the margin. This is especially true when
using subarea markers, since they must be lined up with the above line.
For example, if we have the following format:

CODE:

( TEti 11Th is 1 i net ' , , is to correspond to the one below, ,
A

This 1 ine, ' , , is to correspond to the one above, ,
B

0

(T 1 ) (B A B) )

then the template that wi 11 be printed out is:

OUTPUT:

%1

This line, \ II, is :t.o correspond to the one below
This line, 'l', is to correspond to the one above

Notice that the quotation mark at the
should be flush with the left margin. If
mark on a new line. they will cause a blank
last line of the template string is a line
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possible to put the second quotation mark at the very end of
line. It cannot be placed at the end oT a line OT text which
displayed. since any character which OCCUrS after the temchar
the same line is ignored.

this last
is to be
marker on

These factors are not really any
TEM2••ince that material will not be
One note though; two quotation marks
way oT putting a quote mark within a
will not work:

ITEM2 "

problem for the second string of a
appearing on the screen as it is.

printed together 1""1 is VOCAL's
string, so the following format

<template string text>
1111

<overtype string text>
"

4.4 Mnemonic Area Names

Generally, when you are writing the display actions for a template,
the template string itself will no longer be visible on the screen, and
it can be annoying to have to Jump back and forth to check the names of
areas you want to brighten or overtype. A careful selection of your
area names can help alleviate these diffisulties by making the area
names easier to remember when it comes time to use them.

The best way to name full-line or multi-line areaS is to number
them from 1 towards 9 on the first template string. and try to reserve
2-digit numbers for areas in the second lovertypel string. The numeral
o can also be used as an area marker, if you need 10 names for the Tirst
string. Lines which will never be called by number. but only by their
subarea names. can be given very large numbers so that the small numbers
will remain for naming area5 which will be called by line.

The reason for reserving 2-digit numbers for the overtype string is
that they can be used systematically to indicate which lines will
overtype which other lines, and in which order. One good way to do this
is to overtype area n first with area nl. then with area n2, and so
on. This method feels the most natural, since each overtype sequence is
in ordinary counting order. However, for templates with 10 or more
areas in the first string to be typed by line number, it has several
sharp disadvantages as compared to the alternate method of overtyping
a·rea n first with area 2n, then with a·rea 3n, and so on. The first is
that if you use 0 as an area name, it is impossible to overtype it with
an area named, say, "02", since that name wi 11 be counted the same as
"2", while it is quite possible to overtype 0 with 20. The second
disadvantage Ifor many-area templatesl of the first method is that it
usually uses some numbers in the 80's and 90's for overtype areas, thus
making it hard to choose a set of "very large numbers" to be used for
lines which will not be called by number. IUnder the first method,
numbers like 19, 29, and 39 can probably be used for this purpose, but
that's not as convenient or as visible as Just using the 90's. I And

13



Section 4.4 Mnemonic Area Names

finally, the second method enables you to use 10, 11, 12, and so forth
in the first template string, while the first method necessitates
Jumping from 9 to the 19-29-39 seCl.uence, since the early 'teens are
reserved for overtyping area 1. Which method you choose will probably
depend on how common it is for your templates to involve a lot of areas.
but you should definitely choose one and stick to it consistently.

For templates with a lot of subareas. the best method is to name
them from A towards Z in the order they will be referenced. One good
mnemonic for overtyping subareas is to use lower case letters as area
markers in the second string, and, for example. (DB D d). If there are
Just a fe'.!) subareas in the template, an alternate way of naming them is
with some letter suggested by the text in the area. For example. if at
some points in the exercise you will be brightening the words "valid"
and· lIinvalid"J naming the area containing uvalid ll lIVII, and the area
containing "invalid" "I", will make the names very easy to remember.

4.5 fasHioning the Text

Generally. even if the displayed text is fairly small. the author
will want to use most of the screen in the blackboard region rather than
the scroll region. by double spacing the text and surrounding it with
extra blank lines. This will usually give a less cluttered appearance
to the screen, as well as clarify what is expected of the student by
covering up the old prompts and student responses. If blank lines are
to be added to increase the size of the blackboard region. most of them
should be put JULlow rather ·than above ·the tex·t. since the top of the
screen is closer to eye level. In TEMs which contain only one student
input opcode (this includes HOLDs), these additional bottom lines aT'e
unnecessary since there will be no "old" scroll messages to cover up.
The best size for the scroll region is that which will allow only the
f.~nt "interaction" messages to appear. Of course. in a derive-class
opcode. the interaction will be quite lengthy. so the author should make
every effort to have templates within such opcodes be as short as
possible.

Note that at this point. overtyping a multiline area will be done
line by line. That is. the first old line will be replaced by a new
one. then the second old line.by the second new one. and so on. This
reSUlts in a rather messy "flashing" effect. It is better to either
erase the old area. then overtype the old with the new. or to overerase
the old with the new. then type the new area.

Whenever the entire screen is to be blanked within an exercise. it
is better to use a new template than to erase and overtype with new
material. It is far easier to work with a new template than to try to
deal with the growing complexities of a double template. a TEM2.
Moreover. when a student repeats a section of the exercise (with ~'A),

14
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the display actions from the beginning of the TEM up to the time of the
HOLD are repeated sO as to have the same initial display. Starting with
a new ·IEM results in less of this sort of screen retyping. There are
only two times where it seems warranted to do a complete erasure. One
is when the author wishes to keep the material in the scroll region on
the screen (say, in a derive-class opcode), and the second is when the
erasure is desired inside a HOLD, for then it is impossible to get
exactly the same effect with two distinct TEM's. These conditions,
however, are fairly rare, and can usually be dealt with in another way
almost as easily.

Even when a complete erasure is not wanted, it may still be better
to start a new template and retype the unchanged lines rather than use a
double template. The factors that would tend to keep an author from
beginning a new template are the number of lines that must stay on the
screen, and the amount of discontinuity introduced into the flow of
information by having these lines erased and then retyped.

For example, suppose an exercise contains a question which is
displayed with one line directing the student to select all the
expressions satisfying some property, followed by a long list of
choices. If this is to be followed by a second question which asks the
student to select from the ~ list the expressions satisfying a
different property. then it would probably work better to use a TEM2,
and simply overtype the first direction with the second direction,
leaving the list on the screen. This will move quicker, and since it
will be obvious that the list was not retyped, it will also free the
student from having to read the 'new' list to discover that it is the
same as the 'old' list. However, if instead, the second question were
to use the same directions, but a different list of choices, then the
number of lines which change would be sufficient to warrant a new TEM,
and probably a new exercise as well.

5 QUEST IONS

Questions in VOCAL exercises will generally fall under one o' 'our
categories: mUltiple-choice, true-false, translation, or short-answer.
Ef'ective use o' each of these types o' questions, as well as the CQ
opcode, is discussed below.

5. 1 MUltiple-Choice Questions

This will probably be the type o' question you will use most o'ten,
since the answer analysis available in VOCAL is most suited to
situations where all the possible student responses can be easily
itemized. A question should be typed on the display .ollowed by a list
o' lettered or numbered choices. Some questions will contain only one
coy'rect choice; in others, the correct answer will be a list o' several
choices. Here is a list a. the tags and answer analysis opcodes most
use'ul 'or a multiple-~hoice question with several correct choices.
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Section 5.1 Multiple-Choice Questions

INIT

R
A
CA
WAS

FAIL

«S (T 1)

"Which o' these 7"1
IT "Type the letterlsl indicating your response. "I)
Cnumber o' reasonable wroni answers by single student>
IALLANS Call correct choices>1
<action:>

IIALLANS Csubset of correct choices» Caction>
IANYANS Cincorrect choices» Caction>
IMATCHANY) <action>1
<action>

Several things should be noted about this list. First. decide upon
a 'standard' string to use as the <promptaction> in all multiple choice
questions. and always type it in the scroll region. The student will
get used to seeing this prompt and know that whenever it appears. the
computer is waitini for a response to the question on the screen.
Widely varying or spoken prompts may occasionally be confused by a
student with part of the <againaction>. with the result that he will sit
waiting for further explanation or prompting.

5. 1. 1 Number of Repetitions Allowed

The repetitions I"R"I should usually be chosen as the maximum
number of wrong responses which might reasonably be given in sequence by
a student trying to figure out the correct answer. This way most
students will eventually get the right answer without being told. which
is of COIJrSe better for morale.

It should be clarified what we mean here by a "reasonable" sequ~nce

of wrong responses. For example. if there were five letters to choose
from, and the answer analysis only in'ormed the student whether a
response contained a wrong choice. or whether it was incomplete. then
one could always figure out the correct answer in five tries ~gardless

fl.£. ~ guestion font.,nt by simply starting out giving a single letter.
and thereafter giving all previous let'ers which were Judged partially
correct. none of those wh ich were Judged wrong. and one of those which
was untried. But this does not mean that R should be 5. because it is
demoralizing for a student to be reduced to finding the answer by means
of such a 'process of elimination'. A "reasonable" sequence of answers
is one which takes into account the content of the choices. and involves
at each step the use of another maJor concept of the lesson. Far from
being demoralizing, this kind of sequence involves a generally
gratifying process of using the knowledge one has acquired. of
determining which of the concepts presented are relevant to the
q.uestion.

For example. if one had Just presented the rules for omitting
parentheses from formulas. a multiple choice question might be given in
which each choice consisted of a pair of formulas -- the left one fully
parenthized and the right one with some parentheses omitted. The
student could then be asked to indicate which of the pairs omitted all
the unecessary parentheses and no others. There are probably 3 maJor
concepts which can be identified in this situation: III retain all
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parentheses which cannot be replaced by connective precedence
conventions, (2) retain all parentheses which cannot be replaced by
righ·t-to-left conventions, and (3) eliminate all parentheses which £.ii!.I!.
be replaced by either of these conventions. (The specific precedences
are generally easy to remember or make a note 0'; it's the mental
elimination and replacement which takes a little getting used to. And a
student typically starts out either overcautious or reckless, and thus
learns both types of conventions separately in one direction, then
applies this learning in one step in the other direction.) One can
assume that a student starts out with at least one o' these concepts,
and should set R = 3 to give him a chance to ac~uire the others.
(Assuming that the choices permit each type of mistake to be made. )

There are situations when R should even be smaller than the number
of important concepts involved. Occasionally, you will want to point
out something about the particular choices which the student omitted,
and in this case repetitions would be useless since the correct answer
would have been revealed in the first response analysis anyway. And
when ~uestions are included before all the information necessary to
answer them with certainty has been presented (in a "what do you think
it will turn out to be?" context), repetitions are uncalled for. Most
questions, anyway, will probably be simple enough that they only involve
one important concept (some will involve n~ major concepts, and be
included Just to allow some interaction during a 'dry spell'), so 'or
the majority of multiple-choice ~uestions, R should simply be left at
its default value of 1.

On the other hand, some authors have suggested that on major
questaons, R should be somewhat .9.!:..@.ii!..tll than the number of "reasonable"
wrong responses, to discourage random guessing by those students who
don't want to take time to think about a question. Most of us prefer to
stress cooperation rather than coercion, though, presenting ~uestions to
enable students to get feedback on their understanding of the text,
rather than to force them to think about it. In short, the number of
repetitions you specify may be more a matter of your educational
philosophy than it is of e'fective VOCAL usage.

5. 1. 2 Wr~ Answer Analysis

The wrong answer analyses will generally include two types: a
se~uence of ALLANS's to cover responses which omit one or more correct
choice but contain no incorrect choices, and a se~uence of ANYANS's to
cover responses which contain an incorrect choice. Note that when only
one string argument appears, ANS has the same effect as ALLANS. Since
the former involves slightly less computation, it is preferable in these
cases. One little 'trick' should be mentioned in this context -- a
se~uence of ANS's which each contain one argument, and cause the same
action, can be combined into one multi-argument ANS as below:

( COi'1!"IENT "The following list of analyses is inefficient. " )

(ANS HAil)

(S "You got one of the correct answe .... s, but there are more. " )

(ANS lIell)

(8 IIYou got one of the correct anSliJeT'$1 but there are more. " )
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Section 5.1.2 Wrong Answer Analysis

(ANS "D")
(8 "You got one of the correct answers. but there are more. ")

(CO~IMENT "This analysis is equivalent but shorter. ")
CANS IIA I1 IIC I1 IID 1')

(8 "You got one o' the correct answers. but there are more. ")

Remember that whenever the WAS tag is used, the last response
analysis opcode should always be MATCHANY. The random default reply to
a incorrect answer is generated only when UQ. WA, WAS, or WAL tag is
present. and in fact. if the student types something which matches
neither the correct answer nor one of the listed wrong answers. this is
treated as il' he had typed only an ESC. A new '*' line appears, but the
<promptaction> is not repeated and it is not counted as an attempt at
the question. So using a Wrong Answer Select without a MATCHANY may
cause a student who is unfamiliar with the proper format for responses
to get stuck inside a Question. Thus, whenever the preceding sequence
o' opcodes is su'ficient to cover every possible subset o' choices on
the list, it will be helpful to the student to make the MATCHANY action
be a reminder to separate his choices by commas or spaces.

keep in mind that the FAIL action will be executed instead Q£'
rather than in addition to, the appropriate wrong answer analysis on the
'inal attempt. So it should noti'y the student that his response is
wrong, as well as in'Porm him o' the corr'ect answer.

At the end a. Section 5.6 is a lengthy example of the use of CQ
which includes two multiple choice questions.

5.2 True-False Questions

Irue-'alse and yes-no questions are so straight'orward that there
is very little to say about them. Use the A tag, with either (AFFIRM)
or (NEGATE). O'ten on true-'alse questions this tag will be su"icient
'or the answer analysis; you can let the system generate a de'ault
reply. On yes-no questions, however, such a practice might cause
con'usion. At one time the list 0' strings 'rain which a de'ault reply
was randomly chosen included "yes" for correct answers and "no" 'or
incorrect answers. I'. for example, a student correctly typed "no" and
was told "yes", he might think he was being corrected, and that the
answer was really "yes". We had already written quite a 'ew lessons by
the time this problem was noticed, and rather than rewrite them, the
o"ending strings were removed 'rom the list. It may be the case at
your institution, though, that they have been re-included. A'ter all,
'or any oth~r type 0' question, "No" is a good way 0' telling someone
that an answer is wrong. There is a trade 0" between haVing to avoid
the default 'eature on yes-no questions, and being able to expand the
variability available in these de'ault replies.

Notice that no matter what the list 0' de'ault replies contains,
conceivably there may be cases where you will want to avoid using it.
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For example, confusion could also result from using this feature in a
question where the student had to choose between typing "LEFT" or
"RIGHT". This is Just one aspect of a more general property of computer
assisted instruction, namely, that a lot is going to be happening when
the student sits down at a terminal which you as a VOCAL author do not
explicitly control. When writing lessons. it is important to keep in
mind the actions which will be occurring 'automatically'. since they
will have ramifications for the material which you specify in the source
fi Ie.

5.3 Short-~~Questions

Under this category we include all questions, other than
translations, in which the response is not known to be limited to a
subset of some small set of possible choices. Perhaps 'free-answer'
would be a better description. Many questions which seem at first to be
short-answer questions are in fact Just multiple-choice questions in
disguise, and should be treated as such in the answer analysis. Some
examples of this type of question are:

INIT lIS IT II "Which line in this invalid derivation"
"violates a restriction on thr quantifier rules?"1

IT "Type the number of the line which introduces an error. "II

or:

INIT lIS "Which of the axioms for commutative groups"
"implies that nine plus zero is equal to nine?"1

IT "Type the Ishortl name of one of the five axioms. "I)

Another type of 'pseudo' short-answer question which is
occasionally found is the 'copy me' request, used to give the student
his first experience with typing some new symbol. Several attempts
should usually be allowed. An example follows.

[Q
INIT

A
R
WAS

FAIL

«S "Type the symbolic version of the quantifier:"
II\FoT' all AI. II)

IT "Type: IA A)"»
IEXACTANS "IA A)"I
2

I I ANS "I a a I " )
«COM~jENT "This will also match' IA a)' or 'Ia AI '.")

IS ~The $2 A for the quantifier and the $2 A for the variable"
"must both be $2 capital letters."
IW 5001
"Try again. "I I

I l'1ATCHANV I
(8 "No. II

IW 500 I
"Try again. "I)

IS "That's still wrong."
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J

Short-answer Questions

"Try using the HELP system to figure out your problem. ")

Except in sharply limited contexts such as mathematical courses
where one asks for the solution to an e~uation, we discourage including
genuine short-answer ~uestions (such as, "What part of the brain governs
involuntary motor functions?") in VOCAL lessons. The capability is
there for writing a good short-answer ~uestion, using CAS to catch the
exact desired answer and any common mispellings, WAS to cover any
anticipated mistaken responses, and HINTL to prOVide a list of hints.
But generally, the amount of care which would have to be taken to
prOVide for all reasonable contingencies would Just not be worth your
while, and teaching assistants might find themselves swamped with
students insisting that their answers should have been counted right by
the computer. (Often a decision which would be accepted gracefully if
coming from a human grader will be contested when it comes from a
computer program -- perhaps Justifiably, since the program cannot react
to an unanticipated student response by looking at the ~uestion from a
new angle.) These problems can be easily avoided with little loss of
pedagogical value by rewriting the question in a mUltiple-choice format
(for example, "Which of the following parts of the brain governs
inVOluntary motor functions?").

5.4 Translation Questions

This type of ~uestion, which uses the TRANS opcode in answer
analysis, is relevant only to courses which use the logic machinery.
Usually, the ~uestion will be a re~uest to translate an English sentence
into one of the formal languages accepted by the proof checter. Some of
these will use the G opcode, and will either appear alone or be followed
by a derive-class opcode using the symbolized sentence. Others will use
the SYM13 opcode (see [3J, Section 2.14: Derive-class Opcodes).

The number of repetitions allowed should be between 3 and 5,
depending on the complexity of the translation. Symbolic sentences are
often rather long; there is a lot of room for making simple non
conceptual errors like typing a wrong letter or omitting some piece of
the formula which one meant to include. The student should be given a
decent chance to correct all these careless errors before failing the
~uestion. (The program helps out in this regard -- when a mistype
results in a string which is not a legal formula, the student is
informed of this and the mistyped response is not counted as an attempt
at the ~uestion.) But if a student cannot get the solution in 5
attempts, he probably has a conceptual problem, or is failing to take
into account some basic feature of the sentence. Additional repetitions
of the same ~uestion may only lead to frustration with the program,
while revealing the correct solution, perhaps along with some comments
on the important ideas in it, will enable the student to move ~uickly on
to the next ~uestion with an increased understanding.

In translation ~uestions, perhaps more than any other type of VOCAL
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exercise, care should be taken to inform the student ~ an incorrect
response 0' his is not accepted. In particular, try to provide separate
analyses 'or III 'ormulas which are logically equivalent to the given
English sentence but represent poor paraphrases, and 121 'ormulas which
involve an error in logic. Translation of a student's incorrect
response back into English, and presentation 0' a counterexample may
both be help'ul in this context. In addition, you may o'ten want to use
CAS to distinguish between the best translation, or the one which will
be used in the rest 0' the exercise, and other acceptable responses.
The following two examples illustrate these points.

[TEl"l "

Translate the sentence:

Let WIXI = X is a white

Some non-whites are disadvantaged. %

DIXI = X is disadvantaged %1.

Symbolization: IE XI ( NOT WIXI Z, DIXI I %2_
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

The sentence NOT IA XI I DIXI -> WIXI I would be read as: %3_
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

'Not everyone who is disadvantaged is white', which is logically %4_
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

equivalent to the original sentence, but is not a good paraphrase. %5
"

INn
IG

Type a
R
A

CA

WAS

«S IT 11
"Now translate this sentence into predicate logic. "I

(T II

'ormula 0' predicate logic. "II
3
I TR ANS " I E XI I NOT WI XI e< DI XI I "

" IE XI I DIXI & NOT WIXI I "I
IS lIT 21 IB FII

"That's right. "1
IITRANS " IE XI NOT I DIXI -> WIXI I "

" IE XI NOT I NOT DIXI OR WIXI I "I
IS "That's logically equivalent to the sentence"

"you were supposed ·to translate,"
"but it's not the answer we want. "
"Try expressing it in a simpler way. "1

( TR ANS " NOT IA XI ( 0 I XI - > W( XI I "I
(8 IIWrong. II

(IT 31 IBGII
"Your response would be read as:"
I IT 4·1 (B NI IT 51 I
"Not everyone who is disadvantaged is white. "
(W 5001
"It's logically equivalent to the sentence"
"you were supposed to translate,"
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it. ")

Try again."»
I B F»
that's still not

"but it isn·t a good paraphrase."
"The two sentences would probably"
"appear in very different arguments. "~I

IW 2000) IE 3 4 5»
I t'lATCHMN )
IS "Wrong.
IS lIT 2)

II 1\10 p e,
) ]

[TEM "

FAIL

Let J = Joe ~1 = Mary %
BIX) = X is a boy OIX) = X owns a car %-a
DIX. Y) = X dates Y %1

Translate: The only boys whom Mary dates are those who own cars. %2

Translation: IA X) I DIM. X) ~< BIX) -:> OIX) ) %3

"

INIT

R
CAS

IQ
I IS IT 1)

"Use these symbols to translate the sentence:"
IT 2)
"The only boys whom Mary dates are those who own cars.•
I W 500) I B 0)
"Be sure you type the letter $2 0"
"and not the number zero!")

IT "Answer by typing in a formula. "~I)

4
IITRANS "IA X)I DIM.X) & BIX) -> OIX) )")

IS IT 3)
"Very good.")

ITRANS "I A X1I BI X) & DIM, X) - > 0 I X) )"
"IA X)I DIM,X) -> BIX) -> OIX) )"

.. "(",oj')in 13\)\",' --Y··lJTI'1;x·r"-::..)' min" )"""j"'"

IS "Yes. that's a correct translation."
IT 3)
"But we will be using a slightly different one in the
derivation. "»

WAS «TRANS "IA Xli DIM. X) -> BIX) & OIX) )"
"IA Xli DIM.X) -> DIX) & BIX) )")

IS "No. your symbolic sentence means:"
"Mary only dates $2 boys who own cars."
"which is not quite the same thing."
IW 500)
"For example. the sentence on the screen"
"leaves open the possibility that Mary dates $1 men"
"regardless of whether 01" not they own cars. "~I

I~IATCHANY)
IS "Sorry. that·s not a correct translation. "»

FAIL IS "Wrong."
"Several translations are equally acceptable."
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(B 3)
"but this is the one we will use in the derivation. ")

) J

5.5 Controlling Branching

The G opcode can also be used to let the student directly control
part of his path through the course, as in this VOCAL segment:

[G
INIT «S "The next exercise contains some additional material"

lIon non-commutative groups. II
" It's not usedin the l' est 0 l' the co ur s e, "
"but you may find it interesting."
(W 500)
"Would you like to see this material?")

(T "Type Y to see the extra material, or N to skip it."»
HINT (T"

The extra material consists primarily of common examples
of systems which behave as non-commutative groups. ")

CAS r.(AFFIRM)
(S (COMMENT "fall through to next exercise") "Good."

"It's nice to see a little intellectual curiousity. ")
(NEGATE)

«S (COMMENT "skip around next exercise")
"Fine. We'll go on to the next topic. ")
(GOTO 11 4»

(f1ATCHANY)
«S "You must have accidently mistyped."

"We're skipping the extra material,"
"and going ahead to the next topic."
"If you really meant to type a $2 V,"~

"you can still hear more about commutative groups"
"by looking at Exercise 3 of this lesson in Browse Mode. ")
(GOTO 11 4»]

]

Xf you are going to use ~uestions in this way, it should be made
clear to the students at the beginning of the course that typing AH for
a hint in this context will give a further description of the optional
material. Notice that any reply is counted correct, so that the
student's decision cannot adversely affect his cumulative correct-answer
score, which is used to control non-voluntary branching. Notice also
that the GOTO opcode occurs outside the accompanying Speak. Waits and
compiler-specific opcodes like COMMENT are the only non-display-type
opcodes which can occur within Speaks.
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Section 5.6 Cascading Questions

5.6 ~ascading Questions

Although any type of question can form part of a CO, there are some
things which deserve to be said about effective use of this opcode. You
may want to occasionally include a sequence of review exercises in your
course; cascading questions are very useful in this context. The first
'tier' of a review cascade should be a question which, though not
necessarily difficult, calls upon a broad spectrum of past material and
contains enough choices to discourage random guessing. This will serve
to weeo out the students who need more review from those who can be
allowed to move on to new material. The succeeding tiers should be
simpler questions, w'ritten more to remind the student of material he may
have forgotten than to test him on his retention. Two or three CQ's,
each containing about 3 tiers, can thus form a review session which
adjusts to the needs of different students.

Another good way to use CO is in pairing a difficult exercise with
an easier one, or an exercise which brings out an important new concept
with a second one which uses the same concept in a similar way. This
will (1) enable students who miss the first question to raise their
morale by getting the next one right, and (2) promote retention of the
relevant concept by allowing the student to use it immediately. Don't
neglect this use of CQI Often authors avoid using CO very often because
the increased number of questions makes a lesson seem too long, but
actually very few of the 'back-up' questions will be seen by anyone
student, so the length of the course in student-hours does not increase
very much when CQ's are used. Like detailed WAS analyses, any given
segment of extra material will be seen by a small percentage of
students, yet every student will see enough of them to improve his
understanding of the sUbJect. It's a case of quantity in the source
file coming out as quality in the actual course.

Here is an example of CQ used in a review exercise:

[EXERCISE 10 "Review of Terms"
[AUDIO
(TEM2 "
Which of the following expressions are terms? %1

1) Thomas Jefferson
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

2) is preposterous
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

3) 6
CCCCC

7) (A X) (X + Y = Z)
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

8) X+(Y+Z)
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

9) every dog on the block
11111111111111111111111111

%

%

4) X + 3 = 6
DDDDDDDDDDDDD

5) P('O
EEEEEEEE

10) the current President of the USA%
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ

11) X hates Y, and Y loves Z
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

6) Y 12) (E X) ( X + 2 )
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LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

DEFINITION: A term is an expression which denotes a speci'ic %
individual. or does so when the variables in the expression
are replaced by terms which do denote speci'ic individuals. %1

"
"

WhlCh 0' the 'ollowing expressions are neither terms or 'ormulas ?%11
"

precede the term, on the list. ")1

(CO
[ INIT

Type the
HINT

«S (T 2)
uIn the last exe.,..cise, (I

"you identi'ied the 'ormulas on this list."
<T1l
"Now 'ind the $1 terms.")

(T II

numbers which
(S <T 3)

"Here is the de'inition o' 'term' again."
"in case you'd like to re'er to it. "I

R 3
A (ALLANS 1'1 11 113 11 116 11 118 11 1110 '1 )
CA (S "Good. "

(B A C F H J)
"You 'ound all 'ive terms. "~I

WAS «ALLANS "3" "6" "8" "10")
(S "Almost. but not l1.uite."

(B C F H JI
"You only listed 'our o' the 'ive terms here. "
(COMMENT "omitted: George Washington")
"Try to 'ind the one you skipped. and remember that"
"$2 constants are a type o' term. "I

(ALLANS 111 11 116 11 1'8 11 1110'1)

(S "Almost. but not l1.uite. "
(B A F H JI
"You only listed 'our o' the 'ive terms here."
(COMiVIENT "omitted: 6")
"Try to 'ind the one you skipped. and remember that"
"$2 constants are a type o' term. "~I

(ALLANS 111 11 113 11 118" 1'10 11 )

(S "Almost. but not q.uite. "
(B A C H JI
"You only listed 'our o' the 'ive terms here."
(COMMENT "om itt e d : Y" )
"Try to 'ind the one you skipped. and remember that"
"$2 variables are a type o' term. ")

(ALLANS 111 11 "3 11 116" 1110 11 )

(S "Almost. but not l1.uite. "
(B A C F J)
"You only listed 'our o' the 'ive terms here. "
(COMMENT "om itt e d: X + (Y + Z)")
"Try to 'ind the one you skipped. and remember that"
"terms can contain $2 operators. "~I

(ALLANS 111'1 1'3 11 116 11 118'1)

(S "Alm.ost. but not l1.uite."
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(B A C F 1-1)

"You only listed raUl' Or the rive terms here. "
(COMMENT "omitted: the current President Or the USA")
"Try to rind the one you skipped, and remember that"
"anything which denotes a speciric individual is a term. ")

(ANYANS 114 11 115'1 117 11 1111 11 )

(S "You listed at least one Or the $1 rormulas,"
"which were identiried in the last exercise. "
"An expression cannot be $2 both a term and a rormula. ")

(ANYANS "9")
(8 "No, line 9 cannot be a term"

"because it denotes a whole $1 group Or individuals."
"To symbolize this expression you would need"
"a universal q.uantirier and a predicate, "
lias well as a variable. II

(14 500)
"Try to rind the rive terms. ")

(ANYAN8 "2")
(8 "No, line 2 is a $2 predicate, not a term."

"Try to rind the rive terms. ")
(MATCI-IANY)
(8 \.IWrong. n

"You must type the numbers Or all rive terms on the list."
"Try again to rind them. "»

(S "No, you still haven't listed the rive terms."
(B A C F H J)

"They are lines number: 1. 3, 6, 8, and 10. ")

FAIL

J
CIi'H T

Type the
R
A
CA

WA

FAIL

«8 «OT 1 11) (U 2»
"Finally, list the expressions"
"which are neither terms nor rormulas. ")

(T II

numbers which indicate your answer. "»
2
CALLANS 112 '1 tl911 1112 11 )

(8 (B B I L)

"Right!")
(8 "Wrong. II

"There are three expressions on this list"
"which are neither terms nor rormulas,"
"and ir you were paying any attention to the
questionsl If

"it shouldn't be hard to rind them."
"Try again. II)

(8 "Wrong again. "
(B B I L)

liThe ans.wer is lines 2J 9, and 1.2. U)

last two

J
) (COMMENT "end or cascading question")
)

J J
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